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SMOKE TUBES BOILER FOR SUPEHEATED WATER 
Mod. ASB-ASA 120÷2000 – nominal capacity 139,5÷2326  kW – pressione bollo 4,9 - 9,8 bar 

GENERALITIES 
The boiler for superheated water is monobloc type, three smoke passes (two in the combustion chamber), 
pressurized combustion and it is completely automatic. 
The boiler is supplied in “packaged”, complete of all the necessary fittings to work. 
The consignment includes, in addition to the boiler, the following auxiliary components: 
- instruments for regulation and safety; 
- valves and fittings; 
all of it preassemblied on the boiler. 
 
BOILER FOR SUPERHEATED WATER 
 
The boiler is composed by: 
 
BOILER SHELL  
- in boiler shell are included the cover, the tube plate, the combustion chamber and smoke tubes. 
- The cover is formed by steel sheets panels Fe P265GHEN 10028-2 welded at complete penetration. 
- On the cover are situated the flanged legs for safety valves, delivery and backflow plant. 
- The boiler shell is supported by a steel sections base. 
- The front and back tube plates are flat, welded at the cover, with holes for smoke tubes penetration. 
- The combustion chamber is cylindrical, closed on the rear side with the panel completely wet. 
- The smoke tubes are welded at the tube plates and are collocated near the combustion chamber. In this case 

steel tubes  
 
FRONT DOOR  
- The front door can be opened from both sides by bolt hinges and wheel handles. It is internally covered with 

heat insulator/fire proof, supplied with hermetic seal, outlet dischargini hole, burner flange connection and 
combustion control. 

 
BACK SMOKE CHAMBER  
- The back smoke chamber is supplied with steel sheets panels and horizontal connection without flanging for 

smoke discharge and cleaning door. 
 
COVER  
- Thermal insulation is assured by mineral wool mattress externally protected by prepainted sheets panels. 
 
AUXILIARY COMPONENTS 
 
VALVES AND FITTINGS 
- The valves (always composed by counterflanges, selas and bolts) and fittings of the boiler are: 

n. 1 o 2 safety lever-valves with dimensions according to I.S.P.E.S.L. collection “E”; 
n. 1 discharge group composed by starded flow valve and a two ways male breather; 
n. 1 thermometer; 
n. 1 warking thermostat; 
n. 1 safety thermostat at manual resetting; 
n. 1 manometer holder and testing flange; 
n. 1 safety pressure switch at manual resetting; 
n. 1 complete serie of turbolators. 

 
 


